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Philosophy of Hindu Sadhaiia. By Nalini Kanta Brahma, with a foreword by

Sir Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan. London. Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner,
and Co. Ltd. 1933. Pp. xvi 333.

In this volume on Hindu philosophy. Nalini Kanta Brahma has endeav-
oured to point out the significance of the course of discipline prescribed by the

different religious systems for the attainment of spiritual enlightenment. His
interest is in the practical side of Hinduism and in showing the essential con-
nection between theory and practice, although he gives a clear discussion of

the philosophical concepts.

He discusses, first, the function and characteristics of the orthodox forms
of Hindu Sadhana (literally translated as "that by which something is pre-

formed). Then follows the discussion of the special forms. Karma, Jnana, and
Bhakti. With the exception of a few parts, the discussion is not technical

and can be followed by the general reader. The book is of value, also, show-
ing the '"kinship of the higher religious thought of the world."
Prayer (Das Gebct). By Friedrich Heiler. Translated and edited by Samuel

McComb. 1933. Oxford University Press. New York. Pp. xxviii 376.

Here is another book showing the organic kinship of religions, although
especially written for Christian readers.

Dr. Heiler thinks of prayer as the central phenomenon of religion in that

it is through prayer that man communes with his God, that through prayer
there is a "living fellowship of the finite with the infinite." Thus the inner

structure of religion, based on faith in a living God, faith in His immediate
presence, is made real. He has classified prayer as primary and secondary,

the "expression of an original experience of the soul" and the reflection of

the experience of another, the primitive and the ritual prayer. The philo-

sophical ideal of prayer he finds cold and lacking in life. There are two other

types of religious prayers, those of mystic and those of prophetic religions

and individuals, the personality-denying and the personality-asserting, to which
he has devoted much consideration.

Although the translator has omitted a great deal of the illustrative ma-
terial, there is still an abundance, collected from the literature of the east

and of the west, from ancient and modern times.

Asanas. Part J. Popular Yoga, Vol. I. By S'remat Kuvalayananda. 1933.

Bombay, India. Kaivalyadhama. Pp. 183. Illustrated.

This handbook of Asanas, the physical exercises, which with the Yamas
and the Niyamas, the mental exercises, form the three items of Yogic curri-

culum, gives a detailed description of the technique of almost every Asana
of importance, and contains illustration of each pose. It would be of interest

to the student of Yogic physical culture. The author has studied under a

great master and has had much practical experience.

The Great Enif/nia. A New View on the Outlook of Life. By Hugo Her-
mann Schauinsland, Ph.D. 1933. New York. E. P. Dutton and Co.
Pp. 94.

Dr. Schauinsland, biologist and President of the Municipal Museum,
Bremen, makes a plea that present-day man be not so unsurprisable, so sure
under the spell of the promi.ses of all that modern science can do and warns
him not to seek false security, for the fundamental problems still lie beyond
our knowledge. Why and what is life? He makes a plea that man approach
the great mysteries and beauties of life witli wonder and reverence and accept
the great discoveries of science with sane criticism, yet with the knowledge
that Man docs not master Nature, hut that Nature is acting in Man. In these
distressing years, man must be careful what outlook <in life he develops, for

on this depends the future of our cultun .
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THE NEW ORIENT SOCIETY OF AMERICA
The New Orient Society of America is now completing its first year, and

and it can look back upon a successful time during a difficult economic period.

At the annual meeting of November 18, the following Officers and Directors
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New Orient, and will be edited by leading American scholars.
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versity of Chicago.
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Edited by Professor A. H. Lybyer, Uni- Edited by Professor Martm Sprengling,

versity of Illinois. University of Chicago.
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Edited by Professor Artliur Upham Edited by Professor Walter E. Clark,

Pope, Director of the Persian Institute. Department of Sanskrit, Harvard Uni-

March, 1933. Central and Russian
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Asia.
Edited by Dr. Berthold Laufer, Curator, October, 1933. China.
Department of Anthropology, Field Mu- Edited by Dr. Berthold I^aufer, Field
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INDIA

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF HINDUISM

INDIA possesses a peculiar and unique civilization which has had

a continuous internal development for three or four thousand

years with very little constructive influence from outside until the

last hundred and fifty years. Since the early Aryan invasion no

really fundamental changes in Indian thought have been brought

about by the many invasions from the northwest or by India's con-

tacts with other countries until the establishment of British rule.

This continuous internal development reaches back to an earlier

date than that of any other great present-day civilization except pos-

sibly that of China. All other predominantly Aryan civilizations

have taken over a foreign religion which has changed fundamental-

ly the whole course of their ancient civilizations.

Indian civilization has passed through three very dififerent phases.

The original Aryan culture was transformed, as the result of con-

tact and racial fusion with the Dravidians, into a synthesis of Aryan

and Dravidian elements. The resultant Hinduism has formed for

over two thousand years the main current of Indian civilization, is

a strong force today, and is certain to continue as a dominant force

in India's future development. First I shall describe the historical

development and the most striking features of Hinduism, then I

shall sum up briefly the effects upon Hinduism of the impacts of

Muhammadan conquest and of British rule, and shall conclude with

a brief description of the development of Indian Nationalism and

of the various forces which are struggling for supremacy as India

looks forward towards the future.

The present situation in India makes it impossible to treat India

in the way in which such countries as Turkey, China, and Japan have

been treated or will be treated in this series of monographs. Most

of India's energy is being directed towards the problems of szcaraj

(self-rule, home-rule, or independence) and the formation of a spirit
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of nationalism rather than towards organization and development

within a free unit. Indians have had so little real responsibility in

matters of government, and Indian Nationalism has been so pre-

occupied with defending Indian culture and civilization and in form-

ulating charges against British rule that comparatively little effort

has been devoted to close and energetic practical cooperation for in-

ternal development and for detailed constitutional plans. Not until

India has some sort of political independence and real financial re-

sponsibility can the various forces which are at work be properly

evaluated, nor can it be determined how deeply a real and efifective

spirit of nationalism has penetrated, or to what extent radically

discordant elements have been held together artificially by antagon-

ism to British rule.

The history of India begins with the invasion of India from the

northwest by people speaking an Indo-European language, that is

to say akin to ourselves, to the P'ersians, Greeks, Romans, Slavs,

Germans, Celts, and other western peoples. Most scholars tenta-

tively place this Aryan invasion of India between 2000 and 1500

B.C. Some would place it much earlier. The exact date is unknown.

The Aryans pushed southward and eastward from the Punjab

into the Ganges valley and into southern India. The population of

northern India is a mixed population which, generally speaking, has

relatively more Aryan blood in the higher classes of society and

relatively less in the lower classes. In central India the Aryan ele-

ment in the population is smaller, and in the South is comparative-

ly slight, although Aryan cultural influence has been strong in both

regions.

India was already inhabited by peoples who are called IMundas

and Dravidians. The IMundas. who are related to the aboriginal

population of Burma and Indo-China, are today represented by

about four million rather primitive people, most of whom live in the

rough jungle tracts of the eastern part of Central India and still

speak Munda languages. In the early days they may have had a

much wider extensinn. The Dravidians form a solid block of over

seventy million i)eoj)le in southern India who still speak Dravidian

languages. The existence of small groups of non-Dravidian peo-

ples in soutlicrn India makes it seem probable that the Dravidians

themselves were not autochthonous but, like the Aryans, were them-

selves invaders of India, although at present no definite answer can

be given to the riddle of Dravidian race and language. It is inipos-
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sible to say whether the ancient population of northern India was

mainly Mnnda or Dravidian. The latter is the general assumption.

The original Aryan civilization of the Punjab, as it gradually

spread over the whole of India, adopted many Munda and Dravid-

ian elements. Hinduism has become a great synthesis of Aryan and

Dravidian elements moulded into a loose but tenacious social and

religious system which has given to Indian civilization as great a

unity as Christianity has given to Europe. Indian regard for tradi-

tion and authority made the Indians a people who preserved every-

thing instead of discarding the old for the new. Present-day India

is a great museum of culture.

Religion has always been so integrated into the whole of India's

social life that in describing the evolution and nature of Indian

civilization it is inevitable that I shall have to deal largely with re-

ligious elements and shall seem to subordinate social and political

matters to religion.

The main current of Indian religion and culture may be divided

into three well-marked periods. The first is the period of the Rig

Veda, the second is that of Brahmanism, the third is that of Hindu-

ism. All dates in the early history of India are uncertain, but the

period of the Rig Veda may tentatively be placed before 1000 b.c,

Hinduism extends from shortly before or after the beginning of the

Christian era to the present, and Brahmanism covers the intermedi-

ate period.

The religion of the Rig Veda was a polytheism in which the

gods, for the most part, were personifications of natural phenomena.

They were worshipped by fire and Soma sacrifice (often with animal

victims) with a comparatively simple ritual accompanied by hymns
of praise and invocation. The sacrifice was a gift given to the god

in the hope that the god would reward the giver. There was little

of a purely devotional spirit. Soma, which corresponds to the

Haoma of the Avesta, was the juice of some unknown plant which

became intoxicating when fermented and was used for libations.

The doctrines of karma and transmigration were unknown, and

there was none of the pessimism concerning present human life

which became such a marked trait of the later periods. Life was
active, vigorous, and objective. After death another life, in a new
body, was hoped for in a bright paradise of worldly joys which is

reminiscent of the Elysian Fields and the Valhalla of ancient Greek
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and Germanic relii^ions. The concept of soul as a spiritual entity

apart from the body had not yet developed.

During the period of Drahmanism tlie ritual developed into a

most complicated magical operation, and the gods faded into the

background. The power of the priest was regarded as greater than

that of the god. The powers and persons of the gods were not so

important as the accuracy of the ritual itself and the i)ower of the

priest, who alone was able to generate and control the magical force

of the sacrifice. In no other country of the world has a ritual de-

veloped into such complicated forms, in no other country have the

priests gained and maintained a position of such unquestioned su-

premacy. There is no certain evidence that there were temples or

permanent sacred places, and images of the gods, if in use at all,

played but small part in the religion. One's welfare in the next world

depended entirely on regularity and accuracy of sacrifice.

As in the first period the preserved literature describes, for the

most part, a priestly and aristocratic religion. During the period of

Brahmanism there began to develop among the priests two strongly

marked groups, the conservatives who clung closely to the actual

performance of the ritual, and the liberals who began to speculate

about the meaning of the ritual and to develop philosophy. This

latter tendency, rising from an allegorical and symbolical interpre-

tation of the meaning of the ritual, eventually detached itself pretty

completely from the ritual and from magic and tended more and

more to become pure philosophy. The beginnings of this tendency

were well marked by the sixth century v..c. Cosmological questions,

c|uestions concerning the nature of the soul and its fate after death,

and a ]irc-occui)ation with the possibility of an escape from the

cycle of rebirths began to occupy the center of interest. The doc-

trines of kanna and transmigration, and a pantheistic or monistic

attitude towards the luiiverse were developed. Kaniia "act" repre-

sents the law of cause and effect, a cosmic regularity, extended from

the physical world into the realm of thought and conduct so that it

becomes the solntidu of the moral problem, since the course of one's

rebirths depends on tin- nature of one's own acts. This doctrine of

karvm tends to wcakt'u the thcistic element in Indian religion and

to .strengthen monistic and ]i.iiithcistic tendencies.

These two phases are kuMun as Ritualistic and I Miilosophical

I'rahmanism.

Towards the end of this period popular elements, drawn from
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outside the priesthood and the nobility, beg^an to find Hterary ex-

pression in what are known as the Household Books and the Law
Books, which deal with the domestic ritual and with the customs of

everyday life. The former describe numerous ceremonies performed

by the householder himself, or with the aid of one priest and one

fire, beginning at the time of the conception of the child and extend-

ing to the time of burial. There were rites for birth, name-giving,

tonsure, initiation, marriage, burial, etc., ceremonies connected with

the construction of houses and other buildings, with cattle, ploughing,

and the hrst fruits, new and full moon sacrifices, sacrifices at the be-

ginning of the seasons, and the five daily sacrifices (recitation of the

\^eda, offering to the gods, libation to the Planes, the ball offering

thrown upon the ground for gods, demons, and all manner of beings,

and hospitality, especially to Brahman mendicants). For the most

part these seem to represent the continuance and elaboration of old

popular Aryan rites and customs. The latter deal with religious and

social customs, and contain the beginnings of civil law.

This third phase is known as Popular Brahmanism.

All of the rites of Brahmanism were prescribed only for the

three upper classes, the Brahmans (priests), the Ksatriyas (nobles),

and the \'aisyas (freemen or property-holders). The fourth class,

the Sudras, who probably formed the great mass of the population

and consisted chiefly of non-Aryan aborigines, were rigorously ex-

cluded from participation in any of these Aryan sacrificial rites

and from any knowledge of the sacred A edic literature.

In the third j^eriod, that of Hinduism, the elaborate sacrifice

and ritual gradually fell into disuse. Most of the \edic gods dis-

appeared or became relatively unim])ortant, and gods who were

entirely unknown to the \'eda or of comparative unimportance there

began to emerge and assume a dominating place in the religion.

There were temples and permanent sacred places, and images of the

gods. The place of sacrifice was taken by pilja (worship) accom-

panied by a feeling of intense personal devotion to the god (bhakti).

This bhakti. or devotion to and worship of a personal god, as op-

posed to tlic sacrifice and knowledge of B)rahmanism, became one

of the most distinctive elements of Hinduism. Xevcrthcless philo-

sophical l»rahmanism with its emphasis on jfidna (knowledge),

under the guise of the later I'rahmanical systems of philosophy,

continued on throughnnt the history of Hinduism anrl formed its

highest philosophical Ic\cl or theology. AUliough tlic elaborate
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Brahmanical ritual of the great fire and animal and Soma sacrifices

went out of use, many of the simpler popular ceremonies and cus-

toms of the Household Books and the Law Books continued on into

Hinduism and formed an essential part of its dharma (traditional

social customs). These three strands of action, devotion, and knowl-

edge {karma, bhakti, and jriana) were woven into Hinduism and

between them there has always been a constant struggle for suprem-

acy. Karma, in this sense of the word, referred at first to the sacri-

ficial acts of Ritualistic Brahmanism, later was extended to all the

ceremonies and customs of Popular Brahmanism, and then came

to be practically synonomous with the dharma of Hinduism. Jnana

"knowledge" in Hinduism meant not so much an objective worldly

knowledge as an intuitive knowledge of the complete truth behind

life and the universe as a whole. This trait has tended to retard the

development of the objective sciences in India and to foster specu-

lation rather than observation. There has always been a struggle

between the heart (bhakti) and the head {jnana) for predominance.

The heart seems to have the power to turn the head towards a mys-

tical type of knowledge, and the head seems able to turn the heart

towards a philosophy which rises above an emotional theism.

In Hinduism the bulk of the population, the Sudras, were ad-

mitted to a share in temple worship, although there were still groups

of outcastes who were excluded even from temple worship.

No definite lines of demarcation can be drawn between these

three periods, and no definite dates can be given. One period grad-

ually merges into the next. Certainly temples and images had be-

come fairly common by the third or second century B.C., but strong

Brahmanical elements of sacrifice and ritual continued long after

the beginning of the Christian era and some have lasted even to the

present day. For centuries elaborate sacrifices continued to be per-

formed, or efforts were made to revive them, but they became more

and more sporadic. The real center of gravity in religion as a whole

had shifted from sacrifice to temple worship or to knowledge.

The literature which has been preserved from the first and second

periods does not adequately represent the religion of the masses.

It is probable that the masses were only slightly touched by the com-

plicated Brahman ritual and the beginnings of philosophical syn-

thesis, but we have little information concerning the popular religion

and cannot determine how far back into Brahmanism Dravidian ele-

ments may go.
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It is being argued, however, with greater and greater force that

the cult of the Hi'iga in Siva worship, of mother goddesses and other

female divinities, of Nagas (serpents) and other animals, of Yaksas,

of many of the minor and local nature spirits' such as tree and river

and lake and mountain spirits, and the use of images in general may
be Dravidian rather than Aryan. That is to say the greater part of

pftja (worship) in Hinduism as distinguished from the yajna (sacri-

fice) of Brahmanism would be Dravidian rather than Aryan. It is

significant that in the Rig Veda all the important divinities are male,

while in Hinduism female divinities dominate the lower levels of

religion and have worked their way upward to an important place

on the middle and higher levels of religion, and female divinities

seem to have been characteristic of Dravidian religion.

The difficulty is that Dravidian literature, primarily Tamil, does

not begin until the first or second century a.d., and we have no

archaeological remains or popular Aryan literature by which to con-

trol the Aryan priestly literature during the long preceding period

of racial amalgamation. The problem can be solved only by archae-

ology. Unfortunately, until recently, Indian archaeology carried

us back only to the fourth century B.C. The excavations at Mohenjo-

Daro in Upper Sind, which have been in process during the past

few years, seem to carry us back at one jump to an early chalcolithic

period which has tentatively been dated about 3000 B.C. This early

civilization of the Indus valley has surprising similarities to

Sumerian civilization and seems, in many particulars, to have been

equal to anything in Egypt and Babylonia at the same period, but

at present we cannot connect this early Indus valley civilization his-

torically either with the Aryan or the Dravidian civilization of India.

Many seals, bearing inscriptions in a pictographic script, have been

found, but up to the present they have not been deciphered. Some
of the objects depicted in the seal engravings and some of the statu-

ettes would seem to indicate that the religion of this Indus valley

civilization has definite affinities with later Hinduism,
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Hinduism is an ethnic culture, not a religion which centers

around the personality of one teacher. Buddhism throughout its

history remained the doctrine and the discipline of the Buddha, but

even the great religion of Buddhism, after fifteen hundred or two

thousand years, fell back again into the underlying basic culture of

the country. It is as if the old Greek and Roman and Germanic re-

ligions had continued in Europe as a strong undercurrent beneath

Christianity and eventually had reabsorbed Christianity instead of

being completely destroyed by Christianity. In India no religion, no

philosophy, no social reform has as yet proved strong enough to

break down the tenacity of this old ethnic culture. Only a few sects,

such as the Jains from the ancient period and the Sikhs from the

medieval period, have been able to maintain any considerable amount

of autonomy as comparatively small independent communities.

Hinduism is not at all a religion in the sense in which Christian-

ity is a religion. The real Christians form only a community within

a western nation as a whole. Within a western nation is found a

smaller or larger number of Christians who by an act of volition

join some church, pledge themselves to a belief in some definite set

of dogmas, and undertake, more or less successfully, to follow cer-

tain rules of conduct. Christians form well-defined religious com-

munities inside the social community as a whole. But, in general,

one is born a Hindu and may not become a Hindu merely by an

act of Aolition. Dn the lower levels of society, however, groups

may tacitly be accepted by the whole community as Hindu on the

ground of their having adopted Hindu customs, and may form

lower caste groups. The word Hinduism denotes the whole social

community and is comparable to our word Christendom rather than

to the word Christianity. It is only a convenient designation ap-

plied to the whole culture, social customs, religious j^racticcs, and

philosophical beliefs of some two hundred and fifty millions (Uit of

the three hundred and fifty millions of people in India. The Mu-
hammadans (nearly eighty millions), the Christians, the Parsis, the

Jains (who reject the N'edas and tlu- Hindu gods and the r.rahman

])ricsthoc)d but, in general, do follow Hindu social customs), the

more unci\ilized animistic tribes, and some other small groui:)S are

excluded. In India there is no sharj) line of demarcation between
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things which are religious and things which are social ; but the

Hindus form rather a social group than a religious group, and if

any sort of unity and organization is to be found in Hinduism it

must be sought on the social rather than on the religious side.

Hinduism refers primarily to a peculiar social organization, the

caste system, and caste is the only thing which really gives any strong

semblance of unity to Hinduism. Caste, in spite of its power and

tenacity, has no national organization and is not administered by a

supreme council. The various social and religious groups which make

up Hinduism are like stones held together tenaciously in a concrete

binding, but it is difficult to describe the concrete which holds the

dififerent elements together so firmly. The tenacity seems to be due

to a widely diffused but remarkably strong tendency of the whole

people to maintain old norms of custom. There is in Hinduism no

one scripture, no one prophet. There are many sacred books and

many prophets, but for the most part the appeal is to anonymous

authorities and to ancient sages.

A Hindu is not so much one who believes what Hindus believe

as one who does what Hindus do, following certain immemorial

social customs.

Primarily a Hindu belongs to some hereditary social group which

has definite functions to perform in the larger group of Hindus as

a whole. A few of these hereditary groups do seem to go back orig-

inally to religious sectarian differences of belief, but such groups

have not broken radically with Hindu beliefs and practices as the

Buddhists and Jains and Sikhs did, and therefore are looked upon

as orthodox. Secondarily he may belong to some definite religious

sect. Some of these religious sects have a strong belief in some

favorite deity of a high cosmic nature, but the majoriy of the peo-

ple believe in many gods and spirits without much choice between

them, and in time of stress tend to turn to some local divinity which

is nearer and can devote more of his or her time and attention to the

needs of the village than a far distant and more universal cosmic

deity could be expected to do.

These Hindu religious sects have no such unity as the Christian

sects which, in spite of more or less antagonism towards each other,

all believe in one definite scripture and one prophet or savior. Hin-

duism has many prophets and many scriptures. In India if a man
conforms to the particular usages of his own hereditary social group

and to certain general customs of the whole social group he may
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believe in an\- god or gods (or in no gods) and may worship them

in any wav he pleases, he may hold any belief he pleases about the

nature of his salvation and the way by which it may be attained,

about; god, soul, and the world. The unorthodox man, the one who

is excommunicated, is the one who breaks with traditional social

customs. About the only beliefs which are universal are kar}}M and

transmigration, a vague recognition of the sacred character of the

ancient Vedas. and acceptance of the Brahman priesthood.

Hinduism, therefore, has not been a great missionary religion

and has not spread widely outside its own country like Buddhism

and Christianitv which teach a universal way of life and way of

belief for all men and which are independent of particular countries

and social environments. One cannot think of Hinduism in any

other country than India unless a large group of Hindus were to

migrate to that country, as happened in Indo-China and Java.

It has been vigorously debated whether we ought to employ the

word Hinduism at all in a religious sense. Some insist that the

word, if it is to be used at all, ought to be used in a purely social

sense, and that in speaking of Indian religion as opposed to Indian

social customs we really ought to employ the names of the various

religious sects without trying to lump them all together under one

name. There is much force in this objection for there are millions

who belong to no organized religious sects, whose religion is vague-

ly animistic, but who are, nevertheless, Hindus in the social sense

of the word. On the lower levels of Hinduism there is no very clear

line of demarcation between the so-called clean and unclean castes,

and at the very bottom of the social scale it is doubtful w^hether

many groups can properly be called Hindu at all in either a religious

or a social sense. Still it is convenient to use the word Hinduism

loosely as descriptive of all the different forms of religion practised

in this whole social group of two hundred and fifty millions of peo-

ple in India. There is need of some word to mark them off religious-

ly as well as socially from the rest of the ])opulation and to suggest

the extent to which religion, in the narrower sense of the word, has

been integrated into the whole of social life; and in spite of great

religious diversity there is a considerable unity in this diversity.
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Hinduism may best be treated from four different points of view.

1. Tbe lower popular cults and beliefs and practices which cen-

ter around the worship of local godlings or village deities.

2. The religious sects on the middle and higher levels which

worship deities of a more cosmic character.

3. The higher theology or philosophy which makes a synthesis

of these various deities and tends to think of this unity as im-

personal.

4. The basic social dharma which underlies all of these and

finds its expression in the caste system.

In what follows I shall try to -describe the forest of Hinduism

without giving a detailed botanical description of each tree, by em-

l)hasizing what seem to be the most significant general trends of

thought and action, and by dwelling on the higher ideals and pre-

suppositions of the system as a whole rather than on the lower pop-

ular cults. Many treatments of Hinduism tend to compare the

highest ideals and practices of western civilization and of Christian-

ity with the lowest ideals and practices of Hinduism. Such com-

jiarison is not fair. But Hinduism is extremely complex and diffi-

cult to generalize about. Trying to grasp it is like trying to pick

np cjuicksilver between the fingers.

The religion of the masses consists almost entirely of animism,

magic, and demonolog}'. Worship centers around local godlings and

spirits, freaks of nature, trees and lakes and rivers and hills, inani-

mate things which have mysterious powers of motion, tools and im-

plements like the plow, animals which are feared like the snake or

which are useful like the cow, and spirits of the dead. There is a

wide-spread fear of evil spirits. Religion centers in the propitiation

of them or in driving them away. It must be remembered that less

than one-tenth of the people are literate. Three-quarters dwell in

small villages in great poverty, depend directly upon the labor of

their own hands in tilling the soil, and have no larger political in-

terests or cosmic point of view. It is inevitable that low levels of

belief and custom should ])ri'(louiinatc anioUL; the great majoritv of

the people.

I'rom these lower lidicts I liuduisni, l)\- a d('e])cr and deeper syn-

thesis, rises to liiL^lur KacIs of relij^iou li\- idciui tying local god-
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lings with the more abstract and beneficent gods of the middle and

upper classes, and finally, seeking a unity behind all of these, finds

in the universe the manifestation of one impersonal power. On the

middle levels, and to some extent on the higher level of philosophy,

there is a theistic tendency, but this never rises to a full theism in

the western sense of the word. There is always a tendency to sli{)

ultimately into a pantheistic or monistic attitude, for the personal to

melt away into the impersonal, and especially for karma to act as

a limitation to God's full sovereignty and grace.

On the middle and higher levels the chief gods are Vishnu and

Siva, each (probably) formed by the amalgamation of many dififer-

ent local deities. Vishnu was originally a sun-god, the kindly

maintainer of the universe. He is a personal god (but only vaguely

anthropomorphic) who reveals' himself to men by avatars (incarna-

tions), of which the most important are Rama and Krishna. Krishna

worship developed some erotic aspects. Rama worship was less

frenzied in its devotion and did not lose its grip on practical living

as Krishna worship sometimes did. Siva is much more abstract and

impersonal. He represents Nature in all its aspects, largely the de-

structive elements, but also the creative ones. As an impersonation

of the destructive forces of Nature he is fierce and cruel, dwells in

cemeteries, is attended by imps and goblins, and carries a skull. As

an impersonation of the creative forces of Nature his emblem is

the liiiga, the male organ of generation, but in a conventionalized

form which is not obscene. He is also a learned sage and a contem-

plative philosopher. He is the typical yogin (ascetic), sitting in

profound meditation, naked, with ash-smeared body and matted

locks. He is a wild, jovial mountaineer, orgiastic, and addicted to

drinking and dancing. Siva appeals on the one hand to all the higher

philosophical elements of Hinduism, and on the other hand to all

the animistic popular elements. The fact that the symbol by which

he is worshipped represents the creative aspect of Nature seems to

show that the trinity of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva as creator, pre-

server, and destroyer is a late and superficial construction.

In the temples of Vishnu are found images in which the divine

essence is supposed to have taken up its abode after the image has

been properly consecrated. The image is worshipped as a symbol of

the deity, not as the deity itself. In the temples of Siva the god is

ordinarily represented by his symbol the linga, not by an image.

In the temples of \^ishnu the priests wake the god in the morning,
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bathe him, dress and adorn him, offer him perfumes and flowers,

burn incense and wave lights before him, give him food and drink,

and at night he is put to bed and the shrine closed. A liturgy in

Sanskrit accompanies the rites. In South India hymns are sung,

both in Sanskrit and the vernacular. Some of the large temples,

especially in the South, have bands of musicians and troops of danc-

ing-girls who take part in the liturgy with instrumental music,

dance, and song. In the temples of Siva the offerings usually con-

sist of water and Bilva leaves. The worship is individual, not con-

gregational, even when multitudes gather on days of festival. There

is no public cult. Pilgrimages to various places or temples which

have acquired great repute for holiness play a large part in the

popular religion.

The power of austerities and detachment from the world as a

means of attaining supernatural powers, of acquiring supernatural

knowledge, of producing abnormal psychical states, or of reaching

ecstatic communion with God is a prevalent idea in Hinduism.

Over three million sadhits "holy men," who are revered for their

spirituality or feared because of their supposed supernatural powers,

wander about the country supported entirely by alms.

The impassioned religious ferver may develop erotic elements.

This is especially true of some of the Krishna sects and some of

the Sakta sects. The exquisite pleasure of sexual union becomes the

nearest approach to ecstatic communion with God. In both cases,

however, the sexual element has been worked over on the higher

levels into a philosophical symbolism as in the case of the Hebrew

Song of Songs.

Sakta worship is directed to the wife of Siva (Kali, Durga, etc.)

who as his sakti (energy or active power) represents the female cre-

ative power in Nature. The emphasis here is on the motherhood

rather than the fatherhood of God. The mother is in closer con-

tact with her children than the father, who is engaged in the larger

affairs of life and is more remote from the child. Very character-

istic of Hindu thought is the disinclination to conceive of the God-

head as exclusively male, the conception that the female principle

in Nature deserves as much recognition as the male principle. Philo-

sophy transcends this dualism by making this ultimate reality neuter.

The Saktas are those who feel very strongly that the female as-

pect of nature is more accessible than the male and therefore devote

their worship chiefly to this. Erotic elements, and elements of fear
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and terror have been interwoven, but the worship is not all erotic

and terrible. Jsaktism contains some of the worst and some of the

finest features of Hinduism. Animal sacrifices, especially sacrifices

of goats, are frequently offered to Kali, mostly in northeastern

India, and especially in Bengal. Such sacrifices are also offered to

the lower Dravidian village deities. This practice does not seem to

be derived from the old Brahmanical sacrifice, but to be due to

Dravidian influence.

There is on the highest levels of Hinduism, its theology and

philosophy, a tendency towards a monism or a sort of pantheism in

which the world is not regarded as a machine constructed and set

in motion by a personal God who remains apart from it as a respon-

sible moral governor. The soul alone (or chiefly) is responsible,

determining its own fate, moulding it by its own karma. God is

immanent in the universe as well as transcendent ; the personal melts

away into the impersonal. The power which underlies the universe

and manifests itself in it is the same; as the power at work in man,

as his soul. \'ishnu, Siva, and the other popular gods are only tem-

porary personal manifestations of the neuter Brahman.

There is no word in Sanskrit which really corresponds to the

sense in which the word religion is used in the West. There is a

word dlianna which may roughly be translated as "duty,'" primarily

social duty, but also duty to the gods. It is both social and religious

in its implications. It is generally qualified by the adjective sona-

ta ita which means "eternal." The word dhanna is derived from the

root dhr "to hold or support" and refers to a regularity of conduct

and action which holds together and supports social life, just as a

thread upon which beads are strung serves as a support to the beads

and holds them together. It also refers in a broader sense to a

regularity and order which pervades the whole universe and to

which human conduct should conform. The dhanna which forms

the central element of Hinduism is essentialy social, old social cus-

toms and habits and ideals which have come down from ancient

times and will admit of no change. These customs bear the stamp of

appr(n'al of the sages of old who were in contact with the gods and

superhuman jkiwcts, and are tlu'rcby given a super-human, rcHgious

sanction and have eternal vali(hty. On the other hand there are

the words niata and darsana which mean "opinion, belief" and "doc-

trine, .system dl jihilosophy," and the word iiulrga "a path or way of

reaching sahation." As opposed to llic word dhanna these three
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words imolve certain definite beliefs about God, soul, and the world,

their relationships one to another, and some way of reaching what-

ever is reg^arded as the religious goal. The mata plus the marga

(belief plus a wa\- of living) forms the Hindu religious sect. No
matter how different the beliefs and the ways of living, unless they

conflict fundamentally with the basic Hindu dJianna, these sects

are orthodox. Christianity could not take into its fold Hindus un-

less they subscribed to some very definite Christian confession of

faith and belief. But so far as the Christian mata and marga are

concerned Hinduism as a whole could accept most of them, at least

those which seem to correspond to the real intent of the Xew Testa-

ment, as perfectly satisfactory at least on the lower levels of society.

Hinduism makes a sharp distinction between the Christianity of the

New Testament and western civilization, refuses to see anything

essentially Christian in western civilization, has no objection to the

Christianity of the New Testament but objects to the dharma of

modern western civilization and compares it unfavorably with Hindu

dharma.

India has been very conservative in the matter of social customs.

There has been little energetic criticism, from generation to gener-

ation, of the fundamental bases of belief and practice. Some of

these customs or social norms of conduct are regarded as universal

virtues which are binding upon all men, but most of them are re-

garded as binding only upon certain groups of men and are called

z'arudsramadlianua "the particular duties of men of different classes

and different stages of life." This idea of relativity is a funda-

mental idea in Indian civilization and is largely responsible for

the clash between a relativistic India and our western absolutism.

There is in India great group solidarity in regard to social mat-

ters. There is not a universal dJiarma or duty for all men treated

legalistically by an organized religion. There is not a universal

right and a universal wrong for all men. Right and wrong are

relative. There is the concejition of a dharma for each group de-

pending on its greater or lesser capacity and intelligence. It is

regarded as better to do one's own duty rather than to try to do the

duty of some one else, to clinil) in the social scale and bring about

a dislocation and disru])ti()n of the various classes of society which

should all cooperate for the common good and not struggle for

c'lualit}' or suprt-niacy. i'>ut the "belief" and the "way" are com-
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paratively free. The individual is free to choose his own religious

theory of salvation and his way of reaching it. Just as many rivers

ultimately flow into the ocean so there are different ways which all

lead finally to salvation. They are adapted to the capacity of dif-

ferent groups and will lead in a longer or shorter time to the same

goal. The lower groups may have to wait for many rebirths before

they will be capable of the higher teachings and the higher conduct.

India with its belief in transmigration is in no hurry. It is not

necessary to cram everything into one short life. The lower classes

should be contented with doing a good job in the places into which

they have been born, and so gain merit and a higher status in suc-

ceeding births. Up to quite recently the lower classes, on the whole,

have acquiesced in this idea and have made little effort at mass or-

ganization which might bring to them immediately some of the

good things possessed in this life by the higher classes. India has

been much more intolerant in social matters than the West has been,

but in the matter of creed and dogma and belief India has been much

more tolerant. In the West we have tended to insist firmly on what

we call principles and have tried to force them willy-nilly upon

others, to legislate others into them. After all, these things which

we call principles are, for the most part, only prejudices.

There is in India comparatively little sense of sin as an absolute

thing, a principle of evil over against a principle of good. There is

no essentially ethical, moral god over against a principle of sin, a

devil. On the lower and middle levels the gods are pretty much like

men and have all their foibles except that they possess greater power

and more means of enjoyment. To higher Hindu philosophical

thought God must be above these differences of good and bad. To
God good and bad, which apply only to this finite human world,

have no meaning. Good and bad are not ultimate principles. They
have meaning only in this finite world. God is being, existence in

the highest sense of the word, and this is above such opposites as

good and bad. The most characteristic epithet used to describe the

ultimate reality is saccidananda "existence, intelligence, bliss." The
West tends strongly to carry dhanna and adhanna (right and wrong
conduct), punya and papa (merit and demerit) all the way through

as ultimate principles. The Hindu point of view with regard to

good and bad does not involve such abstraction and finality. Bad
consists in breaking some traditional concrete custom which has

acquired a religious value, thereby acquiring demerit and delaving
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the process of one's own salvation, rather than in transgressing some

ultimate abstract principle and thereby damning oneself eternally

unless the grace of God forgives the transgression.

The western sense of dualism of good and bad leads, as it did in

Zoroastrianism, to the conception of an active struggle in this world

against the principle of evil not merely for the salvation of the in-

dividual but in an effort to raise society as a whole to a higher level,

to eliminate all the bad and leave only the good. Onward Christian

soldiers is typical of this attitude. Onward Hindu soldiers is an

unthinkable slogan. There is no organized Hindu religious army.

Each man must fight for himself in the effort to disentangle his

own soul from the fetters of matter in which it has become en-

meshed. His salvation must be gained within himself if it is to be

gained at all, and not by any objective worldly struggle. In the

West "the end of human activity is a deed not a thought though

that thought be the noblest." On the other hand I am inclined to

think that an idea is more concrete and vivid and real to an Indian

than a fact or a thing or a deed. Things must be made to fit ideas,

not ideas made to fit things. Hence the prevailingly idealistic ten-

dency of Indian philosophy.

Over the whole world, beautiful as it may be, impends an un-

known, uncontrollable something. In Indian art and literature (and

I know no other literature in which there is greater feeling for the

beauties of Nature) you will find not so much an expression of the

harmony of Nature and its adaptability to human needs as an ex-

pression of mystery, exuberance, and all-embracing energy. There

is not an energetic effort to reach out to control and master Nature

;

there is not an effort to find contentment by extending desire and

increasing possessions, but by limiting desire and being satisfied with

what one has.

Desire is never satisfied

By winning each desire :

As fuel, added to the blaze.

Gluts not the hungry fire.

The beauty is there, felt keenly and enjoyed keenly, but the

beauty endures but a moment—and then? It is the then rather than

the now which matters most. The persistent Indian religious and

philosophical question is not "How is it made and how may I con-

trol it?" but "Where is it going and what is the real meaning of
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the process ? I think of the philosophically minded Hindu as a

man in an enchanted garden where things keep taking place which

he does not quite understand. He enjoys keenly, but soon a sense

of unreality, of mystery settles down upon him, his mirth and pleas-

ure turn to bewilderment and uneasiness.

There is. there must be. an escape

!

Impossible there should not be

!

I'll make the search and find the way

Which from existence shall release!

Characteristic of India is the way in which many successful men

of the world suddenly feel an ennui, are taken possession of by

an idea and withdraw from the world to live a life of the spirit.

The Hindu on the upper levels of society tends in his religious

life towards withdrawal, meditation, contemplation, a feeling of

rapture, either a quiet and almost passive knowledge and realiza-

tion of God or an ecstatic possession by God which is not to be

reached by any ordinary worldly way of intellectual thinking. Sal-

vation lies in a personal realization of God without any very active

social obligations. In India more of the best and most vigorous

minds than in the West have abandoned w'orldly activity and with-

drawn into seclusion. In the place of active social service there is

the negative attitude of non-interference with others, a quiet tolera-

tion. A man is to become self -sufficient, self-dependent, self-auton-

omous. This is all in accord with the doctrine of karma which,

generally si)eaking, will allow of no vicarious atonement and no

possibility of forgiveness of sin by a God.

Hindu j)hilosophical thought, in general, can find no place for a

personal God who, at his pleasure, can annul the working of this

law of cause and efifect. Each man is responsible for his own des-

tiny a?i(l the goal of his destiny is a process of self-realization. As
M. .\. r>uch. in his book The Spirit of Ancient Indian Culture,

has well said "A Hindu philosophiT will ])lace metaphysics first and

ethics afterwards. Morality has value only so far as it fits a man
for his ultimate destiny, on which tuetaj^hysics alone can throw

light. It has disciplinary value, no donlit. It is not a factor to be

ignored. It is the essential ])r('liniinar\- stage which every soul must

pass through. It is a fine pri'|)aration for higher spirituality, but

it is nothing more than a bridge betwiTii an unmoral life and a

supernioral one. Moral categories are no more fuial than intellectual
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categories. Moral life, therefore, is only an episode in the career

of the human soul."

It is frequently argued by western critics that the Hindu con-

ception of karma and transmigration is fatalistic, and must neces-

sarily result in pessimism and inactivity. Hindu thought is pessi-

mistic about individual life in this world and rather stoical about

it but it is not deterministic and fatalistic. Human effort does avail,

but Indian efifort has been turned inward rather than outward.

Hindu thought compares karma to one wheel of a chariot. Human
activity and free-will form the other wheel. Two wheels are neces-

sary if the chariot is to move easily. Kaniui is like any other force,

for instance that of the hand of the potter on his wheel. It spends

its impetus and does not go on without fresh impetus. Karma and

transmigration might have resulted in an active and optimistic doc-

trine. The western doctrine of death-bed repentance and the for-

giveness of sin might have resulted very disastrously in a moral way.

That it has not so resulted is not due to any inherent truth in the

doctrine itself. The important element is not the absolute truth or

falsity of a doctrine but the nature of the people by whom it is

practised ; not whether it is absolutely true but whether it is psycho-

logically true. The doctrines of karma and transmigration do not

weigh upon the Hindus all the time like a heavy burden. As many

Christians resort to God and prayer chiefly in time of trouble, so

most Hindus resort to the thought of karma in time of trouble, and

in the less temperate climate of India trouble is frequently at hand.

On the lower levels of Hinduism the people go about their work

in a ritualistic, traditional manner, not very adaptable and ener-

getic in experimentation with life, and not very critical of it. To

most of them the ideal of a final salvation is too high and remote

for immediate attainment. By fulfiling their dharma they hope to

attain the heaven of some god. Whether this is permanent or only

temporary (although for a long period of time) does not matter

much. These gods are very much like men except that they are

more powerful and have more means of enjoyment. Existence as

a god is one stage higher than existence as a man. But to the higher

Hindu philosophical point of view the ideal of attaining such a

heaven is a low ideal. It would be tolerated as high enough for the

imperfect knowledge of the lower classes, but since these personal

gods and their heavens of enjoyment must eventually pass away.
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and the gods themselves must be reborn again, such a heaven of en-

joyment is merely a stage on the road to a higher salvation.

In the place of sin is found a deep sense of the imperfections

of this world and of the sufferings caused by them, but these are

all due to the acts of the individuals themselves and can he remedied

for these individuals only by their own acts. Hinduism in its easy-

going toleration merely codifies and describes and sanctions what

it actually finds in the world. It does not trv to ordain legalistical-

ly what should be one norm of belief and conduct for all men of

different capacities in order to bring about a kingdom of God on

earth. Hindu thought maintains that there can be no such thing as

a kingdom of God on earth, and that the goal of religion lies in the

other world, not in this world. A characteristic Indian question

would be "Is it the function of religion to produce happiness and

success in this world?"

Hinduism assumes as self-evident that men are not all equal and

cannot be made equal by any legislation. There are very evident

inequalities in different groups. The lower groups may be pointed

towards higher lines of conduct, but they are left to realize this

gradually by themselves, and this realization is to come in some

future life if they perform faithfully the duties of the group into

which they have been born in this life.

The upper classes in India have made very little concerted effort

to uplift the lower classes, and the lower classes have lacked the

energy or initiative or desire to better their own worldly positions.

Hinduism does not believe in a soul created out of nothing, which

has only one life, a few brief years in the course of which to deter-

mine for itself an eternal heaven or an eternal hell. To it such a

doctrine seems unreasonable and ethically unsound. The Hindu does

not make such an assertion of the value and importance of man in

the general scheme of things. Man is not a special and privileged

creation. There is a unity and continuity of life throughout the uni-

verse. Man is only an integral part of this general current of life.

He has a feeling of kinship with animals and plants, which are mere-

ly on a lower plane of being, and with the gods, who occupy merely

a higher stage of existence. He has had many lives in the past, and

will have many lives in the future unless he can bring this process

to an end and find eternal rest.



Coste

The most distinctive feature of Hinduism on the social side is the

caste system. All the elements which have gone into the making of

caste are found elsewhere, but their complex resultant and rigidity

in India are unicjue. ^Medieval society in Europe had many caste

elements, the clergy, a hereditary nobility, guilds of workmen, and

the peasantry. In the southern part of the United States there is

a decided caste element in the relations between Negroes and Whites.

A caste is an endogamous group, or collection of endogamous

grou]:)S. bearing a common name, membership in which is hereditary,

arising from birth alone ; imposing on its members certain restric-

tions in the matter of social intercourse (chiefly marriage, food,

drink, and personal contact) ; following a common occupation or

claiming a common occupation or both ; and generally regarded as

forming a single homogeneous community. Most castes are made

up of many sub-castes or endogamous groups. The castes of Brah-

ans (priests) and Chamars (workers in leather) consist of over

ten million each. In many w'ays it might be better to consider the

sub-caste (the endogamous group) as the social unit, but the larger

unit of the caste bears a definite name, has a definite cohesion, and

since all the sub-castes of any caste occupy approximately the same

place in the social scale, a man's social position depends on his caste.

Marriage is the chief line of demarcation and probably played

the largest part in the formation of caste. Marriage may not be

made outside of the caste or sub-caste group.

Occupation, which has been taken by some as the origin of the

whole system, is important but secondary. In the definition of caste,

occupation is said to be traditional because in many cases groups

have been forced by accidents of history or by economic pressure

into other occupations without change of caste. Large numbers of

Brahmans, for instance, have taken up other occupations than the

religious functions which traditionally belong to them, but still re-

luain I'.rahmans by liirtli. Change of occupation, however, has often

K(l to the formation of new castes.

( omnion origin is also largely traditional, is often a later fiction,

r.ut the great emphasis laid upon it does show that descent must

originall\- haxt- ])Iaye(l a large ])art in the formation of the .system.

The lack ot connncnsalitN' seems to be based on ideas of cere-
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monial purity, on the thought of contamination conveyed by food

and drink. In general only those who may eat together may inter-

marry. Elaborate precautions are taken concerning the cooking of

food and those by whom it may be cooked, especially with food

cooked in water. The sanctity of the cow eases off restrictions for

food cooked with milk and ghee.

The caste groups are ranked socially according to the purity of

their descent, occupation, food, and customs in the sight of the Brah-

man ideal or norm. Socially the Brahmans are at the top of the

whole system. India is the only country in the world in which the

priests and ministers of religion have been able to gain and to keep

permanently a position of social as well as religious supremacy.

At the top of the social scale are the Brahmans, who number
something over ten millions. Just below them come the groups

which represent the supposed descendants of Ksatriyas (nobles)

and Vaisyas (the larger traders and landholders), and the writers

(whose origin is disputed). These upper classes form about ten

per cent of the population. Noteworthy is the absence in India

of any large middle class.

Nearly ninety per cent of the population consists of the follow-

ing classes. First, the pure Sudras, those from whom Brahmans

will take water. Secondly, the impure Sudras, those from whom
Brahmans will not take water, but whose touch does not defile.

Thirdly, between thirty and forty million who are variously called

outcastes, untouchables, depressed classes, or pailcamas. The num-

ber depends on the particular "test" of untouchability chosen. Re-

cently there has been a tendency to lower the standard of the "test"

and to raise the number to sixty millions or more. These may not

enter Hindu temples or be served by Brahmans and must live out-

side the cities or in separate villages. They are regarded as so im-

pure that anything they touch becomes contaminated. They cause

pollution by touch or even by approaching within a certain dis-

tance. In northern India actual contact is necessary to cause pol-

lution. In southern India they convey pollution even from a dis-

tance. They consist of groups which follow what are regarded as

very low and degrading occupations and, to a large extent, are de-

scendants of aboriginal tribes. The name "depressed classes" is a

misnomer, for most of them have never been higher up in the social

scale. Even these outcastes tend to develop caste distinctions.

The lower levels are comparatively fluid. There is greater and
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greater fixation of the norm at the top, since social gradation is based

on the esteem in which the various groups are held by the Brahmans,

and since the Brahmans are

strictest in their observance

of caste rules.

There seems to be no

tendency to aggregation,

but a constant tendency to

fission as one sub-caste

splits up into t\vo sub-

castes.

Xo one formula will

explain all of these caste

groups. Some are evident-

1}' tribal or racial or local

or due to descent, some are

based on sameness of occu-

pation, some are due orig-

inally to sectarian differ-

ences, some are due to

crossing or intermarriage

of different groups at an

early date, some are due to

migration or to groups of

broken men outcasted from

various groups, and some

are due to change of cus-

toms or occupations.

Most of these castes

and sub-castes are auton-

omous corporate groups

which are organized to reg-

ulate their own affairs and

the unwritten laws of the group. They meet in councils to discuss

group matters and to administer common law so far as it pertains to

the group. So they have many civil and judicial functions and an al-

most tribal organization with dclinitc and often hereditary officials.

At times there will be ccnmcils of a whole caste at which all the

councils of the difi^erent sub-castes are represented.

LOW CASTK TAMIL GIRL, MADURA
Life is not so sad.
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In the same way the ancient Indian village, whether it was a vil-

lage of independent holdings or a village of joint ownership, was

closely organized. But the village was not formed by a caste

group. Members from a considerable number of caste groups co-

operated for the maintenance of the economic structure of the vil-

lage. Carpenters, potters, washermen, blacksmiths, barbers, and

so forth were not paid by the job but received an annual allowance

of grain or cash or sometimes a small holding of rent-free land in

return for work done for the village.

Economically and politically and judicially such village and caste

groups were practically independent. They played no larger politi-

cal role. Change of ruling dynasty and reshaping of kingdoms

meant little to them. The efficient caste organization and village

organization did much to preserve Hindu civilization through pe-

riods of great upheaval and to give it some semblance of unity.

The history of the development of caste in India may be divided

into three well-marked periods. Many accounts of castes leave the

impression that caste began at the end of the Vedic period and has

continued since then in essentially the same form. This is erroneous.

In the first period, that of the Rig Veda, the main line of de-

marcation was the color line drawn between the Aryan invaders

and the dark-colored aboriginal inhabitants of India. On the one

hand was the aryavarna "the noble color," on the other hand was

the ddsavarna "the enemy or slave color." Color seems to have been

the chief line of division during the first period, becoming less im-

portant during the second period, and relatively unimportant dur-

ing the third period. Color and purity of descent were, probably,

the main factors which led to the rigid development of caste, but

other elements were amalgamated with this to form the present

complex situation.

The first line of cleavage was the color line drawn between the

Aryans and aborigines. But the Aryans themselves were divided

into three classes which tended more and more to become heredi-

tary. First, the Brahmans or priests whose function it was to sac-

rifice, offer sacrifices for others, study, and teach. Secondly, the

Ksatriyas or kings and nobles whose function it was to rule and to

protect. Thirdly, the Vaisyas or freemen, householders and prop-

erty owners, who engaged in agriculture and trades and kept herds.

The ddsavarna became the Sudras of the second period—helots,

servile classes, slaves, serfs, workmen, and laborers. Between the
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second and the third periods, agriculture and trade (at least when
practised on a small scale) sank in social estimation and the Vaisyas

tended to sink socially and to become Sudras. In the third period

only the larger traders and the larger landholders were considered

to be \^aisya, and many Aryans, because of the lowness of their

occupation, sank in the social scale and became Sudras or even out-

castes.

The second period is characterized by four so-called varnas:

Brahman, Ksatriya, Vaisya, and Sudra. Here the word varna is

not to be translated "color" or "caste." The best translation is

"class." These classes tended more and more to become hereditary.

But during the second period hypergamy (women allowed to marry

above their class) was widely practised. At first this was allowed

within wide limits, but later was gradually restricted, and during

the third period was forbidden altogether. At first children belonged

to the class of the father, later to that of the mother. It is the clas-

sical Hindu theory that caste groups originated from such mixed

marriages, but this theory can be only partly true.

It is the development of caste groups within these classes, the

development of endogamous groups within these castes, and the

wide extension of exogamy which form the most distinctive features

of modern caste. Many modern groups will not marry within seven

degrees on the father's side and five degrees on the mother's side.

In the first period there seems to have been only some vague re-

striction of cousin marriage. The reasons for such wide extension

of exogamy, for the formation of so many caste groups within the

four classes, and the formation of so many endogamous groups

within the caste groups are unknown. Probably the extension of

the family into a large joint family, lines of clan cleavage, and

tribal differences played a large part, reinforced by lines of occu-

pation and the organization of trade guilds.

Some have argued that the development of endogamous groups

is based primarily on that of totemistic clans (chiefly Dravidian)

and that imitation spread upward. But it seems much more likely

that the fixation occurred first at the top and was imitated down-

ward.

The restrictions about food and drink and commensality prob-

ably go back to old taboos connected with ideas of sacrificial purity.

During the third period the division was no longer that of four

more or less hereditary classes but a division into many jCitis (rig-
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idly hereditary endogamoiis groups). The final rigid fixation of

caste groups within the four classes and of endogamous sub-castes

within the castes, the wide extension of exogamy, rigid commensal

restrictions, and the extreme development of the idea of contamina-

tion by touch seem to date from after the beginning of the Christian

era. Some even go so far as to claim that caste in the modern
sense of the word did not develop until between the seventh and

twelfth centuries a. d.

WAYSIDE SHRINE AT BANGALORE, MYSORE
Ceremony is in process

It must be remembered that there was not in ancient India any

long-continued empire which might have helped to develop a na-

tional political outlook, crush tribal differences, and enforce uni-

versal laws and customs. There were rapidly changing and terri-

torially shifting monarchies and oligarchies which were very super-

ficial politically. The village organizations, tribal organizations,

guild organizations, and finally caste organizations were left un-

touched and formed a stable element underlying the chaos of rap-

idly shifting and superficial dynasties. The one permanent force was

the almost universally recognized religious and social prestige of

the Brahmans. It is difficult to believe that without the Brahmans

and their social and religious prestige the system of caste would

ever have reached a closed form or remained closed as it has. The

acquiescence and resignation of the other groups left the Braman-
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ical system of caste as the one dominant and continuous force in

Indian civilization.

The Hindu justification and rationalization of caste is that every

man should be satisfied with the place into which he has been born

and should be content with doing his duty there. A man has been

born into a high or low position in society as the result of his own
deeds in his past lives. All should cooperate for the good of society

as a whole. There should be a restriction upon too great individu-

alism and unbridled competition. Each group has a particular duty

to perform in furthering the welfare of society as a whole. ]\Ien

are born unequal and cannot be legislated into equality.

But the Indian system left two privileged classes. Power and

luxury and the protection of society from enemies from without

and the punishment of the wicked within belonged to the nobles.

Learning and higher education and literature and priestly religious

functions belonged to the Brahmans. Theoretically priests and

nobles should live up to their high positions and responsibilities.

The ideal might have worked well if all the members of these two

classes could have been maintained at a high level of responsibility.

In the early days these classes were relatively open classes and a

man was regarded as a Noble or a Brahman largely on the basis of

personal qualification, later they became hereditary classes depend-

ing entirely on birth (not on personal qualification) and tended,

inevitably, to stagnate, to become contented with their established

positions of supremacy, complacent and reactionary without con-

stantly making an effort to justify their high positions. The nobles

became more interested in the enjoyment of their positions than in

their responsibilities. The Brahmans, as they spread over the

country among the masses and took over the popular temple wor-

ship and lower forms of belief and practice, tended to become illit-

erate or relatively uneducated and unprogressive, interested in ex-

ternals and the maintenance of their prestige and special privileges.

Even today the higher I5rahmans look down upon the Brahmans

who minister at the popular temples and are considered to be Brah-

mans by birth only.

X'ivekananda has said, "This system of division into different

castes is the stepping-stone to civiHzation, making one rise higher

and higher in proportion to one's learning and culture," and, "Every

social rule is for the protection of the weak." This is still the gen-
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eral point of view of the ardent Hindu defenders of caste. A noble

ideal, if it would work that way, but for many centuries it would

seem that" it has ceased to function very actively. To the outsider

the idea of cooperation seems to have been changed largely into that

of exploitation and complacency. Throughout human history there

seems to have been an inevitahle tendency for ])Urely hereditary

classes to degenerate.

But failure or not, Indian caste has succeeded in maintaining

a sort of unity in diversity and has preserved Indian culture through

all conquests from without and through all the great changes and

dislocations which have taken place within. Recently there has

been a decided tendency towards reform, to loosen restrictions con-

cerning early marriage, remarriage of widows, commensal and food

regulations, and heredity of occupation, but the principle of endo-

gamy remains almost as strong as before.

* * *

In order to make clear the Hindu attitude towards ethics versus

religion it is necessary to consider the relation of ethics to religion.

Is there any essential difference between folk-customs, laws and re-

ligious codes except that for various reasons in various places some

matters have been placed under the administration of the gods rather

than men, while some have not? Are not laws simply folk-customs

which have been placed under the administration of policemen and

judges? Are not religious codes simply folk-customs which have

been placed under the administration of the gods? Are not ethics

merely social codes which have amalgamated with religion rather

than its central and moving force as is so often stated? Is it not

possible to have a high development of social ethics accompanied

by very little purely religious feeling? Is it not possible to have a

very strong religious feeling which is accompanied by a very weak

social ethics? The charge so often made that Hinduism has no

ethics worth speaking about or that Hindu ethics are essentially

faulty just because of their lack of the strong central conception

of a personal God who dictates one code of ethics for all men seems

to me to be without much basis. There is at present no satisfactory

treatment of Hindu ethics. Most of the books and articles are by

writers who measure a relativistic Hindu standard against an abso-

lute Christian standard, or by those who are so metaphysically

minded that a system of ethics must be based on some absolute
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metaphysics and have absokite and eternal vahdity. Hindu ethics

must be treated from a relativistic and pragmatic point of view,

rather by an anthropologist than by a Christian or a metaphysician.

Is it not the mistical experience (or a preoccupation with the

supernatural) which is the fundamental and vital element, the chief

motive power in every religion? The belief in the existence of su-

perhuman forces or persons, an active effort to control these or

win their favor or to come into communion with them, or to attain

to some superhuman state are the really essential elements of every

religion. The external ceremonies, the creeds, dogmas, and ethical

codes are secondary accretions which go to make up the complex

thing which every religion becomes as it tries to socialize itself.

If the Hindu remains in the world he makes a pretty complete

synthesis of social and religious matters, extends a religious sanc-

tion over almost everything social, does not become latitudinarian

in his social life, and makes little distinction between things which

are social and things which are religious. If the idea of salvation

becomes so strong that he feels it necessary to leave the world and

to abandon social life altogether he tends to cast aside, pretty com-

pletely, social life with its perplexing problems, and to concentrate

on a process of self-realization which has relatively few social obli-

gations.

A mystical tendency may react in two ways. In the case of

some men the experience may be so vivid that the world and prac-

tical human life may seem to be insignificant and valueless. Such

men will abandon the world and seek to renew their experience as

often and as completely as possible. They will become other-world-

ly in their whole outlook on life.

In the case of others the experience or the preoccupation with

the supernatural may be vivid enough to be significant in their lives,

but they still feel that the world is very real and important, that

human life has great value and significance. They go on living

their normal lives in more or less of a social manner, but they make

a concerted efifort to bring something of the superhuman into human

life and to make human life approximate to their vision of the

divine.

The first is a negative mysticism which results in a completely

pessimistic attitude towards the world as it is or ma}- become. The

second is a positive mysticism which is optimistic ab<nit human life

and seeks to improve it through divine inspiration.
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There are also those who have never had or think that they

have never had such experiences, and whose conckict is not domi-

nated largely by a preoccupation with the supernatural, but they

are interested. They believe those who have had or think that they

have had such experiences. They support them and follow more

or less closely their teachings and imitate their way of living. Their

religion becomes institutionalized.

Some others have had no such experiences themselves and do

not believe that others have really had them. They turn away en-

tirely from preoccupation with the supernatural and unknown and

think only in human and social terms.

Religion is not all of human life. It is only a part of it like

many other elements. Rarely is it found so completely demarcated

as I have just described. It comes in flashes or is more or less mixed

with other elements. Men are more or less religious rather than

entirely religious or entirely irreligious. Religion has done as much

harm as good in the world. It is like gunpowder or whisky. It is

not good or bad in itself. The goodness or badness depends on the

use which is made of it. There is no other valid criterion. The

Hindus, on the whole, have been and are relatively more religious

than western peoples. Either permanently or in flashes there seems

to be in India a greater preoccupation with the unknown and super-

human than in the West. But they have allowed outworn taboos

and old magical and animistic conceptions to settle down in a swarm

over every detail of social life and to clog development.

India has had more men of the first type described above (the

negative mystics) than the West has had, while mysticism of the

second type has been integrated into social life with much less criti-

cism and revaluation from the purely objective social side, and

people have been much more inclined to follow with docility the

old mandates. But the majority of people in every country belong

to the third group. Their chief interest (in spite of occasional

flashes of other-worldliness) lies in worldly activity. This is just

as true of India as of western countries.

The very prevalent view that the civilization of India has always

been completely dominated by a negative mysticism, by asceticism,

and world-renouncing religions, that the Hindus have all been

dreamy-lotus eaters who have been so engrossed with spiritual

things that they have paid a minimum of attention to worldly
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things is entirely false. There have been in India more men and

women than in the West who have lived such unsocial lives, but

they have never formed more than a small fraction of the popula-

tion as a whole. In India such men live more openly than in the

West, attract more public attention, and are treated with greater

veneration by the people than such men would be treated in the

modern West. If Christ and the Apostles could return to us and

live as they once lived in Palestine they would today be treated as

cranks by the majority of Christians in the West. They would

form a queer quietistic sort of group which would be looked at

askance by our institutional churches. In present-day India they

would still be revered as saints.

There is in India a much greater preoccupation with religion

and a greater reverence for those who live unworldly lives than in

the West, but in general Hinduism has not been directed towards

the leading of an exclusively spiritual life. The thought of varnasra-

madharma (the duties of the various castes and the various stages

of life) is at the very basis of the religious and social system of

Hinduism. This involves the maintenance of the family and of

social life, the keeping up of the whole social organization. Every

man was supposed to carry out the traditional duties of the station

in life into which he was born. The conception of a great body

of monks who should lead a purely spiritual life apart from the

world has never been at the basis of Hinduism. Most Brahmans

never renounced the world as the Buddhist and Jain monks did,

but remained in the world and performed social duties. On the

whole a man was supposed to live in the world and perform duti-

fully all the works of his station in life until middle age or later.

Then, his worldly duties done, he might become a hermit or a

sannydsi. The spirit of renunciation, however, was very strong in

India and a place was found within the system for such men as de-

cided to renounce the world before their normal course of social

duties had been performed. Salvation, to be sure, was the goal

of Hinduism but, nevertheless, men who without fulfiling their so-

cial duties spent their whole lives as sannydsls really belong outside

the main current of Hinduism.

The main current of Indian life has been that of trying to strike

a balance between the claims of worldly enjoyment, worldly pros-

perity, and salvation. Although the last is considered to be the
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chief and final goal of human life still the claims of the first two

are not to be neglected, and bulk almost as large in the general

treatment of religious and social problems as the last. The ideal

is that of a graduated scale, not of one norm of conduct for all men.

Social life is to be kept up not as an absolute duty but as a necessary

step on the road to a later spiritual autonomy on the part of the

individual. India has been no more successful in striking a balance

between a purely spiritual life and a life of social activity than has

the West. Only Indian social life has been more sluggish and more

stagnant, and more of its best minds have renounced the world.

India has had a decided tendency to be subjective and unhistori-

cal. Historical works are almost entirely lacking in Sanskrit liter-

ature. Indian culture has been marked by the predominance of

monistic idealism and pantheism, by the candid recognition of the

limitations of the intellect and the giving of predominance to intui-

tion rather than to the intellect, by reverence for the past, by the

belief in the sanctity of all life (non-killing), by emphasis on ascet-

icism and renunciation, and on the future as against the present

life, by the subordination of rights to duties, by the feeling that the

human intellect is incapable of exercising any effective control over

the forces of nature and over social and political institutions, and

by the belief that these social and political institutions are to be

maintained in exactly the same form in which they have come down

from the past without a constant and vigorous effort to modify them

and reshape them.

In all systems of religion we find constantly recurring conflicts

of ancient tradition and later experience. One generation lays down

dogmas, disciplines, and codes as universally true. Each abandoned

fortress of theology has been walled in by hundreds of ponderous

tomes of theology. These doctrines are accepted as true until criti-

cized by later and broader experience and knowledge. Then a new

synthesis is made. In the modern West this process has been rapid.

In India this process of revaluation has been slow. It was much the

same in Europe before tlie Renaissance and the Reformation. In-

dia is in many ways a contemporary Middle Ages. In India experi-

ence of life has been less varied and critical, and there has been

less vital contact witli u\Uvv nations wliich had different points of

view. The result has been more dead forms which have lost the

vital significance which they once had when human knowledge was
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less. They have become merely mechanical repetitions without real

meaning. This is not so much due to the fact that Indian social

and religious dogmas have made the people what they are as to

the fact that the nature of the people has formed and interpreted

the doctrines as they have been formed and interpreted. If Bud-

dhism had spread to the West instead of to the East would we not

have made of Buddhism pretty much what we have made of Chris-

tianity, and if Christianity had spread to the East instead of to the

West would not the Hindus have made of Christianity pretty much
what they have made of Buddhism?

It is curious that no matter what disturbances take place in

China, no matter how chaotic the political situation, and irrespec-

tive of many seemingly brutal elements in Chinese civilization most

critics have a persistent optimism about China while they assume

a hyper-critical attitude towards India and predict no good of her.

W^ould anyone urge that some western nation must take over com-

plete control of China so that China might work out its problems

under the peace and order of a foreign rule? I am much more op-

timistic about India and her culture. During several centuries India

has been passing through a most depressing period of stagnation,

and many critics believe that the energy which produced the great

culture of ancient India has run its course and cannot be revived.

There are at present signs of a renewal of energy. It looks as if

India had vitality enough left to respond vigorously to fresh stimu-

lus. If a little fresh air can blow through the sodden strata of In-

dian society the worst and most rigid features of caste and the

cruder forms of image worship will gradually disappear, but changes

in these matters will have to come through education and improved

economic conditions, through greater energy and mobility in the

life of the people. It would be interesting to see how the best ideals

of Hinduism would work out under the impulse of a more active

social life. They are not to be belittled. They have been formu-

lated by much practical experience to meet definite social needs, a

definite physical environment, definite tendencies of thought, and

definite physical temperaments. The basic features of caste and

the underlying ideals of Indian social and religious life and philos-

ophy can never be demolished merely by metaphysical and ethical

argument. If they are changed at all it will be due primarily to the

development of a more objective and energetic life among the

people.
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India consists of three clearly demarcated geographical regions

—the northern plains (north of the Mndhya mountains), a central

region formed by the Deccan plateau, and southern India (the low-

lying southern plains and a region stretching up along the south-

eastern coast). In the north Sind and the Punjab (the lower val-

ley of the Indus and the fan-shaped region formed by the tribu-

taries of the Indus) are somewhat isolated but belong culturally

to northern India. Politically these three regions have, for the

most part, developed independently. During the Hindu period it

was only under Asoka in the third century b. c. that the north

exercised any effective political control over the Deccan. Politically

there was much greater mingling and interaction between the Dec-

can and the South than between the North and the rest of India.

jMany of the dynasties which ruled the Deccan were northern in

origin, although their rule was not dependent politically upon the

North. The South was ruled almost exclusively by Dravidian dy-

nasties.

During the eighth century a. d. the Aluhammadans overran Sind

and continued to maintain themselves there. In the eleventh century

A. D. began a long series of IMuhammadan invasions from Afghan-

istan. These, at first, were merely plundering expeditions, but by

1300 A. D. the greater part of northern India had been brought un-

der ]^Iuhammadan control, ruled from Delhi. Muhammadan con-

quest gradually extended over the Deccan until most of the Dec-

can was brought under the rule of several independent Muhamma-
dan kingdoms. Between 1600 and 1707 a. d. there took place a long

and bitter struggle between the Mogul empire in the north and the

Muhammadan kingdoms of the Deccan which resulted in complete

Mogul control of the Deccan and a nominal extension of Mogul

authority over a part of the South. The dissensions of the ^lu-

hammadan kingdoms of the Deccan, and the bitter struggle between

the Muhammadans of the North and of the Deccan gave an oppor-

tunity for the rise of Maratha power in the northwestern part of

the Deccan. After the death of Aurangzebe in 1707 a. d. the Mo-

gul empire soon broke u[) into independent provinces, and the Ma-
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rathas in the Deccan and the Sikhs in the Punjab developed into

strong poHtical powers. A struggle for supremacy was taking

place between ]\Iuhammadans, Alarathas, and Sikhs when the Brit-

ish appeared upon the scene as a fourth contender for dominant

political power.

Islam never uprooted or transformed Hinduism, and Hinduism

has never been able to absorb Islam. Islam was forced, against its

declared policy of giving no quarter to the Infidel, to compromise

with Hinduism. Except in the case of the Sikhs no real fusion

ever took place between Islam and Hinduism. The Sikhs, who
number about three millions, began in the Punjab as a puritanical,

reforming religious sect W'hose doctrines contained both Hindu and

Muhammadan elements. Theistic in tendency they rejected image

worship and caste and the Brahman priesthood, they refused to

accept either the Koran or the sacred books of the Hindus, and

compiled a sacred book of their own, the Granth. ]\Iuhammadan

persecution transformed them into an armed sect, a church mili-

tant, and eventually into a nation and a political power. They have

always remained independent of Islam and of Hinduism, but with

increasingly greater leanings toward Hinduism than towards Islam.

Large numbers of Hindus, many forcibly, were converted to

Islam. Islam is strongest and most vigorous in the northwestern

part of India, although more than half of the population of Bengal

is Aluhammadan. The policy of forcible conversion seems to have

been stronger there than anywhere else. In the Deccan w^iere per-

secution was particularly severe, in spite of frequent attempts by

the Muhammadan rulers to exterminate the Hindu population, the

population continues to be Hindu in the main. It is doubtful whether

more than ten per cent of the present eighty million ^luhammadans

are descendants of Aluhammadan invaders. Hinduism has always

maintained an intransigent attitude towards Hindus who have been

defiled through con\ersi()n, even though that defilement was invol-

untarv. Onl\- recently has there developed a more liberal policy

wliich luiglil allow conxerted llindus to be receivetl back into the

fold.

The three centuries of Muhanimadan con(|uest resulted in great

destnicti(jn of Indian art and arcliiteclure, and of Hindu and lUul-

dliist manuscripts, and the \irlual annihilation of the old Hindu

niiliility and ruling class exce])t in Kajputana. The four centuries of

Muhanimadan rule left little that was reall\- constructive. More-
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TEMPLE TANK AT MADURA

land remarks of the Muslim empire in India, "Its worst incidents

were the repression of individual energy, and the concentration on

a barren struggle to divide, rather than to increase the annual pro-

duce of the country. This was the 'damnosa hcreditas,' the legacy

of loss, which Moslem administration left to their successors, and

which is so far from final liquidations." Lane-Poole remarks that

the most important effects of ^kluhammadan rule have been the for-

mation of a new vernacular (Urdu which is a fusion of Hindi with

Persian and Arabic and Turki elements), a new architecture and

art, a few provinces which are still under ^Muslim rule, and a large

Muslim minority which forms such a difficult element in the present

political situation.
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The British East India Company was engaged in trade in India

for about a hundred and fifty years, from shortly after 1600 a. d.

until about 1757 a. d., with no idea of territorial conquest or politi-

cal rule. It had only factories scattered along the coast, notably at

Madras, Calcutta, and Bombay.

The breaking up of the Great Mogul empire at Delhi after 1707

A. D. and, a little later, the division of IMaratha power into five or

six Maratha states which were held together only loosely into any

semblance of unity and were constantly bickering with each other

afforded an opportunity for intrigue in local politics for the purpose

of extending trade and of making trade safer and more lucrative. This

process, which began at Madras, was accelerated by the desire to

counterbalance French scheming for political influence. French and

British experience around Madras showed how easy the process was,

since it proved that a few well-trained soldiers could defeat vastly

larger Indian armies. Gradually the local rulers and governors be-

came puppets in the hands of the Company, and at last the Company
itself began to take over complete political control of small districts

and to work outward towards larger and larger political units. Such

political extension on a large scale began about 1757 a. d., at first

around Calcutta and Aladras, later around Bombay, and gradually

extended farther and farther inland from all three centers.

The hundred years from 1757 a. d. to the Mutiny in 1857-58

A. D., after which the Crown took over complete control from the

Company, is the story of a rapid extension of political power by the

Company over two-thirds of India and three-quarters of the popu-

lation, the consolidation of this vast empire, and the formation of a

system of administration. Remember that India is as large as

Europe omitting Russia. The Indian empire in anything like its

present form is hardly more than seventy-five years old.

The government evolved was a benevolent but autocratic beau-

rocracy responsible in no way to Indian public opinion and checked

in no way by Indian opinion. Indians were admitted only to the

lowest grades of service.

Effort was directed jirimarily to the organization of an efficient

civil and judicial administration, to the kee])ing of peace and order, to

the building uj) of an efficient army and the extension of the frontiers

to the summits of the great mountain ranges on the northwest, to the

development of ports and railroads, and to other enterprises which
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might serve to extend imperial commerce and trade. The interests of

London and of the Empire have always been in the foreground.

An impoverished and badly disorganized people found itself

suddenly confronted by an industrial society of a new and strange

type and pushed into the current of world affairs with nothing to

minimize the shock and help it to adjust itself as easily and rapidly

as possible to the new conditions. Government as such was inter-

ested in the formation of an efficient, smoothly running machine

for the maintenance of peace and law and order. It did not identify

itself in any way with India and make the internal development

of India its main object. So far as Goverment was concerned In-

dia might remain a producer of raw materials and a market for

western manufactured goods. Government policy was a laxssez-

faire policy, a policy of administrative opportunism which took no

constructive measures to foster industry and agriculture and to

help India adjust itself with a minimum of hardship to the new
world into which it was thrown. This may have been due partly to

a conviction on the part of the British government that the internal

development of a country does not form an essential function of

central government as such, that this should be left to the individ-

ual initiative of the people. It may have been due partly to the

fact that the great expenses of central government left little sur-

plus for such matters. Taxes were raised on an Indian scale of

living and most of them were spent on a British scale of living

which is many times greater. Very little was left for such matters as

education, public health and sanitation, agriculture, and public works.

The improvement of agriculture is vital for India but the first

agricultural experiment station was not started until 1903, and that

was founded with American money. In 1905, after repeated reports

by Famine and Industrial Commissions Government did finally cre-

ate a Department of Commerce and Industry but in 1910 concrete

proposals from Madras and the United Provinces for active gov-

ernment help in industry were pigeonholed in Delhi and refused

in London. It was only with the Report of the Industrial Commis-
sion in 1918, to the effect that in the future Government must play

an active part in the industrial development of the country with

the purpose of making India more self-contained in respect of men
and material, that there seemed to be the probability that Govern-

ment would be forced to abandon its old laissez-faire policy. A
definite protective policy was finally declared in 1922.
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Many have thought that Indian civihzation had run its course,

had lost its vitahty and could never revive and project itself into

the future as a strong world force, that India would have to be

managed permanently by an outside benevolent power, but after

several generations of disorganization Indian culture began to show

strong signs of revival and organization, and during the past gen-

eration this process has become extremely rapid.

The first real effort at a new political organization came in 1885-

86 with the founding, under liberal British tutelage, of the Indian

National Congress. During its early years the chief aim of this

body was that of finding some way of focussing Indian public opin-

ion and of bringing this to bear upon governmental policy and leg-

islation. Government for many years tended to regard the Con-

gress as a mere academic debating society which could safely be

disregarded politically. Year by year the Congress gained in power

and in breadth and depth of representation and began to make its

influence as a political force felt upon Government. Nothing really

substantial was gained until the reforms of 1919 when Education,

Public Health, Sanitation, Pubhc .Works (except irrigation). Devel-

opment of Industries, Cooperative Societies, Local Self-Government,

and some other matters were transferred to Indian control, but

without giving Indians any control over Taxation, the Budget, and

Finance in general. Under such conditions the transfer was more

nominal than real. Since 1919 Indian attention has been directed

so persistently to the development of Nationalism and the demand

for independence, and there has been so much political disorder

that we have no good basis for judging how Indians might deal

with Education and the other transferred subjects over which they

have recently had control.

The aloofness of Govcrnmciu led gradually to the development

of a strong radical element in the Congress. This radical wing

began to gain control in 191f), but it was not until after the Great

War and the disastrous alfair at .\nn-ilsar in 1919 that the radical

element definitely dominated Congress and began to press for com-

plete independence. It was the Aniritsar massacre which finally

changed Cjandhi from a moderate into an extremist. During the

past fifteen years the demand for independence has spread and in-
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tensified to an amazing degree. Today it is the chief factor in In-

dian affairs and one of the most important world problems.

There are still moderates in India who desire independence or

at least Home Rule, but who would obtain this gradually through

cooperation. For some reason moderation always seems to be po-

litically ineffective and wavers between conservatism and radical-

ism. In India the situation is particularly difficult since the mod-

erates, almost without exception, are as much in favor of Home
Rule as the extremists are of Independence and from time to time

unwise legislation or unwise action on the part of Government tends

to throw the moderates into the arms of the extremists. Govern-

ment tends to reflect party politics in England and to be wobbly

and inconsistent in action and legislation and in its statement of

principles, to be lenient and conciliatory for a time and then sud-

denly to embark upon a policy of severe repression. Since Amrit-

sar the moderates have lost control. If there is no expression of

extreme opinion and no violent agitation Government considers that

the Indian people are happy and contented and prosperous and that

there is no. need of concessions, but if there is violence the people

are considered to be disorderly and unruly and incapable of respon-

sibility.

How far this increasing demand for Home Rule or for Inde-

pendence has permeated the masses it is impossible to say. It is

strongest, naturally, among the educated upper and middle classes

which represent about one-tenth of the total population.

Many British conservatives, especially army-men, argue that In-

dian Nationalism is in no sense a mass movement ; that it has no

essentially economic or political or cultural background; that it is

an artificial movement of religious fanaticism, the reaction of a

conservative Hinduism against western civilization, managed by a

few disgruntled Brahmans for their own aggrandizement. They

argue that the masses are becoming happier and more prosperous

and more contented year by year and that if a few hundred Brahman

leaders were deported or exectited and machine guns used freely a

few times there would be no more Indian Nationalism.

To anyone who has followed carefully the development of Indian

Nationalism since 1885 this analysis of the situation must seem to

be fallacious.

During the past fifty years Indians have been making a more

and more careful study of economics from the Indian point of
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view and have been forming an Indian school of economics. The

view has rapidly been gaining ground that India's connection with

England has not been to India's economic advantage. To the fiscal

policy of Government is ascribed the impoverishment of the people

and a great drain of Indian capital caused by the decline or virtual

destruction of the old Indian hand-industries, the heavy land tax,

and the payment of Home Charges or the "Drain" in the narrower

sense of the word.

Action by Government merely hastened the inevitable decline

or destruction of these Indian hand-industries, but it must be said

that Government did nothing to soften the shock and to help India

take its place in the new industrial system. The incidence of the

land tax and its effect upon Indian economics and the poverty of

the masses is much disputed.

The "Drain" is that portion of India's debit for which, in that

year, she receives no material equivalents in goods or money. For

practical purposes the "Drain" may be said to equal the "Home
Charges," that is to say debt charges or interest on loans, payment

for stores unobtainable in India, pensions and furlough pay, the up-

keep of the India Office in London, etc., to which some would add

the maintenance of the Indian army or at least the British part of

it. This amounts to between one hundred and one hundred and

fifty million dollars annually. Some would extend this to what

they call the "Hidden Drain," which covers not only returns from

commercial services performed by foreigners, and returns to for-

eign capital invested in the country, but also such intangible things

as the "ruinous fiscal policy" of Government.

This prevalent Indian attitude is an important factor in the pres-

ent situation. Whatever may be thought concerning the "Drain"

it cannot be accepted as constituting the whole reason for India's

present poverty. During the early years of the Company there is

no doubt that the actual drain of money from India was a large

item. Whether the "Drain" of the later period can be regarded as

adequately compensated for in a non-economic way by services

rendered is open to dispute. "Is orderly government and peace an

adequate compensation for commercial and economic exploitation?"

is a persistent Indian question. However, since India has been

drawn into modern world economics there seems to be no escape

from the conclusion so aptly stated by Vera Anstey: "In conclu-

sion it can be said that India's economic future depends, in the
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main, not upon the inauguration of particular schemes of develop-

ment, or the adoption of particular lines of policy, but upon more

fundamental social reforms and organization, directed towards con-

trolling the size of the population, breaking up the over-rigid social

Stratification, stimulating enterprise and energy, promoting educa-

tion, and replacing the forms by the spirit of religion."

There is no use in mourning a glorious past which is supposed

to have been rich and prosperous, or in hoping that this will return

immediately and automatically with independence. Taking India

as it is today there are many elements in Indian civilization which

will keep India poor, under modern conditions, whether she be in-

dependent or not.

For over a century, through the medium of an education con-

ducted in English, a large section of the upper and middle classes

has been brought closely into contact with western literature and

thought with its message of freedom, independence, democracy,

and patriotism. This introduction to the world of western thought

cannot fail to have had a deep effect upon the Indian mind.

Through archaeology and the study of Sanskrit literature western

scholars have begun the reconstruction of ancient Indian history

with its message of Indian greatness and power before the Muham-
madan conquest, arid to a greater and greater degree Indian schol-

ars have been taking part in this reconstruction of the ancient

greatness of their country.

It cannot be denied that these two elements give a strong polit-

ical background to Indian Nationalism.

Moreover, gathering strength during the peace and order of

British rule, there has been taking place a gradual revival of Hindu

culture after the four hundred years or so of somnolence and dis-

integration brought about by Muhammadan rule ; Indians are de-

veloping an increasing pride in Indian literature, religion, and philos-

ophy, in Hindu customs and institutions and modes of life and

thought, and a determination not to become completely westernized

through the medium of an exclusively English education, a western

industrialism, and a western organization of society. There is a

growing realization that India may have something to give as well

as to receive. Undoubtedly this gives a cultural background to

Indian Nationalism. At present it may not be a great mass move-

ment, but there are clear indications that it is spreading and going

deeper year by year and that it will soon become irresistible.
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When British rule began in India the old Indian education was

in decadence and Indians knew little about their ancient civiliza-

tion and their ancient literature. The new English education led

at first in educated circles to much scepticism and rationalism and

to an uncritical absorption of western thought. It soon became evi-

dent, however, that western ideas were not working very well in

actual practice in the West, that western theories of society and

western religion were not producing a Golden Age in the West, and

a reaction set in which led to the development of a very critical

spirit towards western civilization in all its practical phases and

theoretical presuppositions. This spirit of criticism was intensi-

fied by a developing self-consciousness of India's former greatness

and the intrinsic merit of many of her social, religious, and philo-

sophical ideas. There is at present in India practically no inclina-

tion to adopt in toto western civilization and religion. India has

become disillusioned about the West. There is, to be sure, a definite

reactionary religious element which has been intensified by extreme

political agitation, but even in such a reactionary as Gandhi the

leaven of some western ideas and of some western criticism of weak-

nesses in Indian religion and social life has been working. To say

that the whole of Indian Nationalism is due to a reactionary religious

element is to exaggerate unduly what is only one conservative phase

of a much larger cultural movement. The Japanese war with Russia

and the Great War served to deepen and intensify Indian cultural

consciousness as a part of the awakened cultural consciousness of

Asia.

I doubt whether the rigorous repressive measures which have

recently been put into operation will be successful in the long run.

Even if successful or partly successful at present they are likely to

intensify antagonism and drive it into subterranean channels as

was the case in Russia before the revolution.

British rule has prepared the ground for increasingly vital con-

tacts with the West and for the reception of western ideas, has

formed the basis for an Indian Renaissance. The influence of

Christian missionaries has been great, not so much because of their

direct evangelistic work and the number of converts made but be-

cause of their indirect influence upon social and reform movements.

Even greater has been the effect of higher western education which,

since the famous Minute of Macaulay in 1835, has been conducted

in English. But education in India has been too exclusively literary
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in character and too top-heavy. It has paid much more attention

to University education for the upper classes than to elementary

and secondary and technical education. It has been too bookish,

but it has opened up the world of western thought to millions of

people.

The Christian influence vipon Hinduism has manifested itself in

two ways. First, in a sort of eclecticism which tries to harmonize

Christianity and Hinduism, but which distinguishes carefully be-

tween Christianity and western civilization and between the higher

ideals of Hinduism and the lower popular beliefs and practices. For

its Christianity it goes back directly to the New Testament. It dis-

tinguishes just as carefully between what it considers to be the vital

elements in Hinduism and the later accretions of medieval Hindu

civilization. For its Hinduism it goes back chiefly to the Upani-

shads and the Bhagavad Gita. ]\Iost characteristic of this tendency

is the Brahmo Saniaj or "Theistic Society." Its object is the wor-

ship of one eternal, unsearchable, and immutable Being, the author

and preserver of the universe ; the promotion of piety, morality, and

charity, and the strengthening of the bonds of union among men of

all religious classes and creeds. Images and sacrifices are forbid-

den. The ritual consists of readings from the Veda (especially the

Upanishads), an address, and the singing of hymns. It has also

been active in matters of social reform. It is an ethical theism of

much the same type as our Unitarian Church. Its members are

few in number but exert a much greater influence than the number

would indicate, but this influence hardly touches the masses.

Secondly, a counter reformation grew up inside of Hinduism.

The Arya Samaj, which with a membership of about half a mil-

lion is the best example of this, would purge Hinduism of what it

considers to be later medieval accretions by going back to the oldest

Mantra part of the Vedas as a "Divine revelation" which, if cor-

rectly interpreted, contains perfect and complete truth. Its founder,

Dayanand Sarasvati, by the most incredible interpretations, succeeded

in persuading himself and others that everything worth knowing,

even the most recent inventions of modcMii science, were alluded

to in the Vedas. The members engage in a considerable amount of

active educational work and social service in the effort to remove

later medieval superstitions and to reestablish Hinduism in its for-

mer Vedic purity. The Arya Samaj denounces child-marriage,

would permit the remarriage of widows, would abolish purdah and
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other disabilities of women, and do away with untouchabihty. Fur-

ther, it would go back of the rigid caste system of modern Hindu-

ism in which social status is determined by birth alone to the earlier

svstem of fonias or classes. "J'aruas of all persons should be

determined according to their qualifications, accomplishments and

character in the twenty-fifth or the sixteenth year, according as

they are males or females."

The Ramakrishna Mission is one of several small movements

which would carry this tendency farther by mission work abroad,

preaching in the West certain of the higher phases of Hindu philos-

ophv, and defending Hindu civilization. \'ivekananda, who is per-

haps the best exponent of the Ramakrishna Mission and who was

present at the Congress of Religions at the World's Fair in Chi-

cago in 1893, remarks : "We must go out, we must conquer the

world through our spirituality and philosophy. There is no other

alternative, we must do it or die. The only condition of national

life, of awakened and vigorous national life, is the conquest of the

world by Indian thought."

In general, in spite of large conservative and reactionary groups,

the effect of Christianity and western civilization upon Hinduism

has been a slow but noteworthy tendency to democratize and ener-

gize Hindu society. The ideal of active social service is develop-

ing rapidly. Neo-Hinduism, aroused by contact with the West and

arising to defend itself under the impulse of a new humanism, is

beginning to slough off some of the features which are most objec-

tionable to the West.

The old vernaculars which had been used almost exclusively for

a religious literature in verse have been {lolished and reshaped and

are becoming vehicles for literar\- expression of a much more gen-

eral character. This new literature, es[)ecially in Bengali and Alar-

athi, is doing much to diffuse new ideas and reshape old ideas. Eng-

lish, which is the language of all higher education, has furnished

an easy means of communication between men from all parts of

India no matter how different their own vernaculars may be.

The Nationalists have not developed very definite and concrete

constitutional plans. Their energy has been directed chiefiy to gen-

eralities, to criticism of Government, to the defence of Indian cul-

ture and civilization, and to campaigning for szvaraj (independence).

It must be remembered that the goal of British policy in India has
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never, until recently, been defined authoritatively, and that any sug-

gestion of the introduction of a parliamentary system in India has

frequently been repudiated by the British government as a whole

or by a large conservative element in it. When the whole practical

situation was so nebulous and intangible concrete plans could hardly

be expected. Only since the Great War has there been the vague

beginning of concrete constitutional plans.

The leaders of Indian Nationalism fall into three well-marked

groups which represent three very different tendencies of thought.

The aim of the Liberals has never gone beyond that of colonial

self-government. Leaders such as Dadabhai Naoroji, Sir Pheroz

Shah Mehta, Sir Surendranath Banerjea, and Gopal Krishna Go-

khale have been very outspoken in their criticism of Government.

In his budget speech for 1912 Gokhale remarked, "A top-heavy

administration, much too costly for our resources, a crushing weight

of military burdens, and a scheme of taxation which, though not

more burdensome in its total incidence than in other countries,

presses much more heavily on the poorer than on the middle and

upper classes of the community" and in speaking before the Decen-

tralization Committee said, "The cry of the people everywhere is

that the car of administration should not merely roll over their

bodies, but that they themselves should be permitted to pull at the

ropes." Although critical of Government and demanding Home
Rule they have drawn the greater part of their cultural background

from the West. Their ideal was that of forming an Indian nation,

but their democratic and constitutional ideas ^were drawn from west-

ern writers. Their moderate policy dominated the Indian National

Congress until 1915-16. Since then the spread of the other two

tendencies of thought and the drift towards non-cooperation or even

towards violence has been so rapid that their present role is com-

paratively insignificant.

The second group, which seems at present to be the most influ-

ential one, consists of those who are dominated by a romantic atti-

tude towards ancient Indian civilization and who work for the re-

vival of a supposed Golden Age of Indian civilization either in ex-

actly the present form of Hinduism or in a purer form of Hinduism

from which many medieval accretions have been removed. Their

whole cultural background is Indian, they have great distrust of the

W^est in general, of its political, social, and economic institutions,
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and especially of its industrialism. Politically they have been dom-

inated by a sort of philosophical anarchism which would minimize

the function of the state or actually destroy it and leave as the

dominating element more or less self-sufficient village organizations

and caste groups. The best government is that which governs least.

This ideal of merely coordinating the social life of groups (of fed-

eralizing and decentralizing) is the antithesis of the present west-

ern tendency of extending more and more the principle of the sov-

ereignty of the state until it guides or controls practically all activity

within the state. They do not believe that the industrialism of India

is inevitable or desirable and would revert to a rural India. Joined

to this is the conviction (as best exemplified in Gandhi) that their

task is moral rather than political. The basis for all development

consists in the cleansing and purifying of the individual. This ten-

dency coincides with what has been said above about the nature of

Indian religion as being directed primarily towards an individual

realization of salvation. If individual swaraj (self-rule) is gained

political swaraj (self-rule or independence) will take care of itself.

On the whole Gandhi can better be understood from a religious

point of view than from a western political point of view, and his

service to India has been greater in this respect than in a purely

political respect. He tends to put moral and social conundrums

rather than to discuss concrete political problems. His is a nation-

alism of self-supporting villages and an economics based on the

hand-plough and the spinning-wheel. Although politically his in-

fluence will amount to little he has been an enormous moral force

in Indian society and a rallying-point for the Indian sentiment of

nationality. He has striven hard for the removal of untoucha-

bility, for raising the social position of the outcastes and low castes,

for the prohibition of liquor and drugs, for the removal of purdah

(seclusion of women), for the equality of men and women, for

Hindu-Muslim unity, for a doctrine of non-killing and non-violence

which shall permeate the whole of social and political life. Funda-

mental in Gandhi during the later part of his development is a re-

volt against the intellect. He says that up to the year 1906 he re-

lied on appeal to reason, that in that year he found that reason

failed to produce an impression when the critical moment arrived,

and that since 1920 the conviction has been growing upon him that

things of fundamental importance to the people are not secured by
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reason alone. "Ultimately one is guided not by the intellect but by

the heart. The heart accepts a conclusion for which the intellect

subsequently finds the reasoning. Argument follows conviction."

Rabindranath Tagore remarks in criticism of Gandhi : "From our

master, the ^lahatma—may our devotion to him never grow less

!

—we must learn the truth of love in all its purity, but the science

and art of building up Swaraj is a vast subject. Its pathways are

difficult to traverse and take time. For this task, aspiration and

emotion must be there, but no less must study and thought be there

likewise. For it, the economist must think, the mechanic must la-

bor, the educationist and statesman must teach and contrive. In a

word, the mind of the country must exert itself in all directions."

In spite of the presence of large groups of ultra-conservatives

who would interpret Hinduism strictly according to the letter of the

law and continue it unchanged there is in this group a widely dif-

fused leaven of indirect western influence towards the development

of a Xeo-Hinduism marked by the abolishment of untouchability,

the raising of the age of marriage, the remarriage of widows, the

doing away with purdah (seclusion of women), and social service

of various kinds. This is interpreted, however, not as a direct copy-

ing of the West but as the lopping ofl:' of what are to be regarded

as decadent medieval developments and the reverting to an earlier

and purer form of Hinduism.

Politically the methods of the Romantic Idealists have been

j)artly violent, as in the case of Tilak and his school, and partly

non-violent, as in the case of Gandhi and liis followers.

The third group is made up of those who like Bipin Chandra Pal,

Aurobindo Ghose, and Rabindranath Tagore would make a synthe-

sis of Indian and western ideas, giving up such elements in Hin-

duism as seem to be unreasonable and adapting to Indian use such

western knowledge and ideas and institutions as seem to be suitable

,-ind reasonable. .\t j^resent they seem to be overshadowed by

(jandhi, but are likely to have increasing influence in the future.

As o|)p(jsed to those who would see in Indian nationalism only

a reactionar\- religious element dominated by a few ISrahnian leaders

I'al sees the lieginning of a real national movement growing out of

an awakened consciousness of Indian culture. "For real national

movements are always autoniruic. The nioxcinents of the masses

whether of men or of matter are not reall\- (leliberatixe and con-
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scious like those of individuals, but are impulsive, automatic, and

unconscious—Social activities are acts, not of considered and de-

liberate choice, but really of what may be called unconscious cere-

bration—They (the nations) simply follow automatically the im-

pulse of their own nature or personality ; which means, in other

words, the spirit of their nationalism, the genius of their social or-

ganism ; and in so doing, automatically, preserve the continuity with

their own past." "The w^ord of Indian evolution is'Dharma; the

word of European evolution is Right. And these two words seem,

to my mind, to completely sum up the fundamental difference be-

tween India and Europe. Dharma is the law of renunciation. Right

is the law of resistance. Dharma demands self-abnegation, Right,

self-assertion. Dharma develops collectivism ; Right individualism.

Dhamia works for synthesis ; Right lives and grows in antitheses.

Dharma is the soul of order; Right the parent of revolution." "The

ideal lies in the harmony between the two (Indian and European

civilizations). This harmony, this synthesis, between spirit and

matter, between nature and man, between the individual and soci-

ety is the supreme need of our age." "In fact, economic advance-

ment will not remove but simply increase the political unrest in the

country and add materially to the complexities of the political prob-

lem, especially if this advance should follow, as it is almost sure to

do just now, the lines of economic progress pursued in Europe and

America."

Many have argued that India is amcivilized and disorderly and

unfit for independence because it has never organized itself into one

united and lasting empire. But India is as large as Europe, and

although Europe has never developed into a single state Europe is

not considered to be uncivilized. There are in India greater racial

dififerences than in Europe. The caste system seems to owe its

origin principally to the effort to bring about a political and social

cooperation between these racial groups, while preserving so far as

possible the racial integrity and the cultural dominance arid purity

of the Arxan minority without allowing it to diffuse itself through

the culture of the aboriginal majority and become completely sub-

merged. The social and religious system of Hinduism, which is a

synthesis of Aryan and Dravidian elements, has diff"used over India

a uniformity which is at least as great as the uniformity spread

over Europe by Christianity. Further, the period of British rule
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has helped to weaken diversities of interest and to form a unity of

sentiment based on common needs and common fears which has

slowly been developing into a national spirit not only among the

various Hindu groups but among Hindus and non-Hindus.

To a considerable degree India has developed a common civil-

ization, although this has been more incoherent than the closely

organized and institutionalized civilizations of western nations. In-

dia is not yet a nation, but a nation in the making. The forces

which might cause groups with varying interests to cooperate

towards the formation of a nation seem, at present, to be gaining

in strength over those which might cause disruption. The presence

of such a large Muhammadan minority whose religion is so funda-

mentally different from Hinduism, and the fact that one-third of

India consists of Native States whose rulers are absolute monarchs

constitute the chief difficulty in the situation. There seems to be,

however, a growing tendency towards cooperation between Hindus

and Muhammadans, and the Native States are beginning to feel a

solidarity with British India and to be willing to cooperate with it

towards the formation of some sort of a political unity.

I am inclined to think that this growing sentiment of national-

ism in India will not result in a simple democratic nationality but

in some sort of a federal nationality of cooperating groups. The

ideal of a united democratic India is infinitely remote and the in-

sistence upon this by the British government has served to retard

rather than to hasten Indian political development.

The weakest feature of the program of the Romanticists who

now seem to be in control of the situation is their tendency to regard

religion as the one great unifying and controlling force in the polit-

ical sphere. There is need of closer objective practical studv of the

political, social, and economic interests of all the various communi-

ties which must cooperate towards Indian Nationalism. If India

is to emerge from her medievalism a civic spirit and a new human-

ism must accompany, if not dominate, a purely religious spirit.

Even the Synthesists, especially men like Tagore and Ghose, have

been dominated by an almost exclusively literary and religious out-

look. More than anything else India needs the formation of a new

class of Ksatriyas, but one better adapted to the new conditions

than the old nobility, which should take the lead in practical affairs
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and in government and, buttressed by men of literature and relig-

ion, guide India on her new path.

India's independence, in some form or other, seems to be meas-

urably near. A spirit of non-cooperation may, to a certain extent,

be effective against a foreign government, but a spirit of coopera-

tion within Hinduism itself (and cooperation really represents the

highest ideal of Hinduism) is the only thing which can revivify a

Hinduism which has grown sluggish and stagnant, and a spirit of

cooperation between Hindus and ]\Iuhammadans and between Brit-

ish India and the Native States is the only thing which can hasten

independence and save an independent India from political chaos.

India will not become completely westernized socially and relig-

iously and philosophically. There is and there probably always will

be a struggle between Romanticists and Synthesists, but India has

been brought so actively into the current of world affairs that she

cannot shut herself up into seclusion and regain a romantic past.

Slowly but surely a synthesis will be made. Many unessential mat-

ters in Hinduism, matters which cannot stand the test of a higher

critical knowledge, will atrophy, but the basic and essential ideals

will stand out only more clearly as a result and are likely to have

some formative influence on the West.
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